Valentine’s Day mad libs

Complete the gaps to create a mad lib... the sillier the better!

There is an example to help you. If you need some ideas for word categories (it works better if you stick to a theme), choose from the examples below:

nature animals sports DIY food music

I love you more than **potatoes**. Please **cook** with me forever, until the **onions** fall from the **supermarket shelf** and the **spaghetti** stops **boiling**. Don’t ever **eat** me. That would **toast** my heart. I have to **show** you my **fork** and tell you that without you, I would be **hungry**.

I love you more than ____________. Please ____________ with me forever, until the ____________ fall from the ____________ and the ____________ stops ____________. Don’t ever ____________ me. That would ____________ my heart. I have to ____________ you my ____________ and tell you that without you, I would be ____________.

Here is a ____________ for you. I hold it ____________ my heart. ____________ it in your mind and watch our ____________ blossom. You will see our ____________ and know my ____________ is true. ____________ forget my words.

I love you as much as ____________ and even more than ____________.